Demo
Let's some cut the demo of State[sp] Machine Workflow where employee submits a
request and manager rejects it and employee can resubmit the request. Within the site,
I have logged in as Steven Smith who is an employee. And he can go to the leave
request list to submit a new leave request. Click on new item here and fill all the
information within the leave[sp] request. One of the important fields here is the Manager
Field. He selected Chris as a Manager and submits a request. Workflow started and
when we click on initiation, we can see some logging happened. Now I can log in as a
Chris where he will receive an email for that particular vacation request. Either he can
approve it or reject it. In this case, I am going to reject it. So that it will go back to the
employee who is Steven Smith. Once it is rejected, the task is completed. Let's go back
to these sites where we have logged in as Steven Smith. Now If I refresh the email, he
is going to get a new email along with the task. Let's look at the workforce status page
also. The task was rejected by Chris which was first task that has been raised. Now
assigned to employee's stage. You can see that there's a task created for Steven Smith
now. He should be receiving email soon. Now that he needs to complete so let's refresh
that. And look at the latest email which she got. So one email she will get that the
request has been rejected. The other email is, she is going to get the task for that
particular update that need to be done. You can merge it later. Now here, If I look at the
edit task also, it will show approved and rejected. This can be improved to complete
now. He can go to main item and complete the details.[[00:02:00]] As of now, I just
redirect him to the task. So ideally we want an option like completed. So now once he
approves it, I can refresh the workflow status to see where this workflow is at. Now you
can look at that. It's assigned to the Manger. I'll soon create one more task for the
Manager. See it's submitted for the approval. Now Manager can go back and look at his
email. Once he receives a new email, then he can go ahead. And either if he is happy
than he can approve that particular task. So in this case, I hope that Chris is happy with
the information provided by Steven Smith. Now he just approves it finally, if you look at
the workflow status. Approved and they are logging some kind of information like what's
the task outcome now. By default, once it is approved it will go to the HR stage. Now
Steven Smith also gets an email saying that your request has been approved. You can
check those details of that particular item from that particular link that has been shared.
So this is a fairly straight forward example of State Machine Workflow that we have
used different roles called Employee, Manager and HR. So we haven't done anything at
the HR level but you can improve. You can create a task for the HR to complete those
formalities. And also you might have seen in the task forms, we have approved and
rejected even in the case of Employee. But ideally we want something like completed.
Those kinds of custom task outcomes. So we'll see how to customize those task forms

and also the task outcomes. What are these things? And how we could do? So we
would be looking at, in the future modules on how to customize those forms?

